In this demo we present a robust system for delivering real-time news recommendation to the user based on the user's history of the past visits to the site, current user's context and popularity of stories. Our system is running live providing real-time recommendations of news articles. The system handles overspecializing as we recommend categories as opposed to items, it implicitly uses collaboration by taking into account user context and popular items and, it can handle new users by using context information. A unique characteristic of our system is that it prefers freshness over relevance, which is important for recommending news articles in real-world setting as addressed here. We experimentally compare the proposed approach as implemented in our system against several state-of-the-art alternatives and show that it significantly outperforms them.
Introduction
Recommender systems [1] and, more specifically, news recommendation [2, 3] is a popular topic in machine learning and data mining. This is also reflected in the well known competition for Netflix prize 1 with hundreds of competing teams. News recommendation is a younger and less researched branch of recommender systems posing unique challenges such as real-time requirements and the lack of explicit user ratings. Therefore, a news recommender system should recommend relevant new stories as soon as they are published and handle the fact that ratings are most of the times binary -read/unread -and do not necessarily express the preference of a userreading an article doesn't mean one likes it and, not reading it might mean that one did not notice it. Also, in general the time spent on a story cannot be taken as indicative of the preference for that story.
News recommender systems have to balance between long term user preferencesdriven by professional activity, education, etc -and short term trends -driven by some discontinuity in the public or personal context. Long term preferences are best captured by content based recommendation systems where content can be defined by a mix of features such as history of read topics and registration data. Short term user interests are best captured by collaborative systems using features such as the context of the user (i.e. referring page) and popular stories (i.e. stories that are of general interest and outside the user's long term preferences.
In this demo, we present a hybrid system which combines long term user profile, the current context describing the last visit and the most popular story. The long term user profile is built based on the user's long term browsing habits. The context is described by the user's local time and location, last read story and referring link to the last read story. Based on these features, the system predicts the most likely news categories of interest to the user. From the top three predicted categories it recommends the most popular news stories appearing in the last six hours. We show that the system can outperform several base-line systems: most popular, item-to-item collaborative filter, and contextual. Furthermore the system is running live providing real-time recommendations of news articles to a large user base.
Methodology
The proposed methodology consists of several steps. (1) First, we analyzed the user base data and split it into two groups: "old" users which have a history of more than 50 visits and, "new" users which have a history of less than 50 visits (the threshold 50 was selected based on preliminary experiments). History giving a long term user interest is included in feature representation for "old" users only. (2) Then, a separate model is trained for each of the two user groups. To avoid overspecializing, we define a machine learning problem as predicting the most interesting news category rather than specific news articles. In our specific setting the news stories were manually classified by domain experts into a taxonomy of 40 categories. Alternatively, one can use machine learning to automatically classify the articles into taxonomy.
Experimental evaluation was conducted using different combinations of feature sets to predict the top three categories of news articles the user would be interested in. Table 1 shows that, for "old" users, the precision using context information, such as referring page and time is relatively low (36%). Including requested page is more predictive (41%), while using history information gives the highest precision (48%). However, if we include all the features (i.e. history, Geo, requested and referring page and time), we obtain the highest precision (52%). Table 2 shows that our system can do good predictions even for "new" users, and that the quality of the predictions using all the features again gives the highest precision. (3) After predicting the top 3 categories, the system selects the top new article in each category and suggests this set of news to the user. This approach provides robustness and diversity since we are only predicting interesting categories for each user and are not linking him/her directly to stories.
We deployed our system (see Fig. 1 ) in real-world setup with millions of requests and hundreds of new articles per day. In our server logs each user visit and updates the index in real-time (batches of 1000 visits). The logs are also archived and, along with the rest of the data, used daily for training new SVM models. The co-visitation matrix of the collaborative filtering module is updated on the fly. Newly published stories are crawled as soon as they get the first visit. The average time to compute and serve the recommendation is 20 ms 2 . Fig. 1 . Real-time recommender system architecture (only SVM and CF modules represented).
We compared the performance of our system against 4 other approaches (1) itemto-item collaborative filtering based co-visitation matrix (users who read this, also read that), (2) random category which selects three random categories and recommends the most popular stories in these categories (3) most popular which recommends the top most popular stories at the moment of the visit, and (4) contextual which recommends based on the last read story. Fig. 2 presents the results over 2 weeks, it shows that our system outperformed all the others in terms of transition probabilities. This means that, provided with the set of recommended news articles, the user is most likely to click on the articles recommended by the SVM module. Random category and collaborative filter modules performed on par over the two weeks of the trials. The third ranked was most popular and the fourth was contextual.
Overview of the Demonstration
The demonstration will consist of a system running on a large live feed of news articles and page-views with user profiles and visit information being updated on the fly. We will show the three best performing modules SVM recommender, the CF recommender, the Random category recommender and the logging server running live. They will be exposed to millions of requests and hundreds of new stories. We will also provide a web client allowing interested participants to delete cookies, construct their own history and asses the quality of the recommendations. 
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed an SVM based news article recommendation system and we compared its performance against several state-of-the-art alternatives. We proved via large scale real-world experimental tests that it outperforms the alternatives. The system is robust against overspecializing as we recommend categories as opposed to individual stories. It implicitly uses collaboration by taking into account context and popular items (i.e. users who are interested in the same categories visited these stories the most) and it can handle new users by using context information. A unique characteristic of our system is that it prefers freshness (6 hours time window) over relevance.
